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n Wednesday morning, 12
May, at the General Audience held with the faithful
in the courtyard of Saint
Damasus after a period apart to limit
the spread of Covid-19, Pope Francis
continued his series of catecheses on
Christian prayer, addressing the theme
of “spiritual combat”. Indeed, the
Holy Father said, “it is necessary to
battle in prayer to ask for grace”. Although prayer may involve struggle,
however, the Pope recalled that
“prayer works miracles, because prayer
goes directly to the heart of the tenderness of God, who loves us like a father”.
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After reciting the Regina Caeli
on Sunday, 9 May, the Holy
Father appealed for peace in
Jerusalem, Afghanistan and
Colombia, following recent violent episodes in the areas.
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With a new Apostolic Letter issued “Motu Proprio,” Pope
Francis establishes the lay ministry of catechist, intended to
respond to an urgent need for
the evangelization of the modern world, and undertaken in a
manner,
avoiding
“secular”
clericalization.
“Fidelity to the past and responsibility for the present are
necessary conditions for the
Church to carry out her mission in the world,” writes Pope
Francis in the Apostolic Letter.

Every catechist, says Pope
Francis, “must be a witness to
the faith, a teacher and mystagogue, a companion and pedagogue, who teaches for the
Church”. Catechists, he continues, “are called first to be expert in the pastoral service of
transmitting the faith”, from
the first proclamation of the
kerygma to preparation for the
Sacraments of Christian initiation, and throughout the process of ongoing formation.
PAGES 4, 5

The fortieth anniversary of the assassination attempt on John Paul II in
Saint Peter’s Square on 13 May 1981,
was recalled by Pope Francis in his
address to the Polish faithful during
the General Audience on Wednesday, 12 May. Saint John Paul II — he
said — “strongly emphasized that he
owed his life to the Lady of Fatima.
This event makes us aware that our
lives and the history of the world are
in God’s hands”. On that fateful
day, during his weekly General Audience with the faithful in Saint Peter’s Square, the Polish Pontiff was
passing through the thousands of
faithful on the popemobile when
suddenly he was shot and seriously
wounded.
WE

RECALL THAT DAY, SEE PAGE
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GENERAL AUDIENCE
Pope resumes the Audience with the presence of the faithful

Meeting face to face helps us pray for one another
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Good morning!
I am happy to resume this face-toface meeting, because I will tell you
something: it is not nice to speak in
front of nothing, to a video camera.
It is not nice. And now, after many
months, thanks to the courage of
Msgr Sapienza, who said, “No, let’s
do it there”, we are gathered here
again. Msgr Sapienza is good! And
finding people, finding you here,
each one of you with your own story,
people who come from all over, from
Italy, from the United States, from
Colombia, then that little football
team of four Swiss brothers, I think
… who are over there … four. The
little sister is missing, I hope she arrives…. And seeing each one of you
pleases me, as we are all brothers
and sisters in the Lord, and looking
at each other helps us to pray for
one another. Also the people who
are far away but always make themselves close to us. The ever-present
Sister Geneviève who comes from
Lunapark, people who work….
There are so many, and they are all
here. Thank you for your presence
and your visit. Take the Pope’s message to everyone. The Pope’s message is that I pray for everyone, and
I ask you to pray for me, united in
prayer.
And speaking of prayer, Christian
prayer, like all Christian life, is not a
“walk in the park”. None of the
great people of prayer that we meet
in the Bible and in the history of the
Church found prayer “comfortable”.
Yes, one can pray like a parrot —
blah, blah, blah, blah, blah — but
this is not prayer. Prayer certainly
gives great peace, but through inner
struggle, sometimes difficult, which
can accompany even long periods of
life. Praying is not something easy,
and this is why we flee from it. Every
time we want to pray, we are immediately reminded of many other activities, which at that moment seem
more important and more urgent.
This happens to me too: I go to pray
a little … and no, I must do this and
that…. We flee from prayer; I don’t
know why, but that is how it is. Almost always, after putting off prayer,
we realize that those things were not
essential at all, and that we may have
wasted time. This is how the Enemy
deceives us.
All Godly men and women report
not only the joy of prayer, but also
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At the General Audience on Wednesday morning, 12 May, held with the faithful in the courtyard of Saint Damasus after a period apart to limit the spread of Covid-19, Pope Francis
continued his catechesis on prayer, addressing the theme of spiritual combat. He encouraged
the faithful to trust that in our daily efforts to persevere in prayer, our own spiritual combat
will bear fruit in a deeper and more mature relationship with the Lord. The following is a
translation of the Holy Father’s reflection, which he shared in Italian.

the tediousness and fatigue it can
bring: at times it is a difficult struggle to keep to the time and ways of
praying. Some saints continued it
for years without finding any satisfaction in it, without perceiving its
usefulness. Silence, prayer and concentration are difficult exercises, and
sometimes human nature rebels. We
would rather be anywhere else in the
world, but not there, in that church
pew, praying. Those who want to
pray must remember that faith is not
easy, and sometimes it moves forward in almost total darkness, without points of reference. There are
moments in the life of faith that are
dark, and therefore some saints call
this “the dark night”, because we
hear nothing. But I continue to
pray.
The Catechism lists a long series of
enemies of prayer, those that make it
difficult to pray, that put us in difficulty (cf. nn. 2726-2728). Some
doubt that prayer can truly reach the
Almighty: why does God remain
silent? If God is Almighty, he could
say a couple of words and end the
matter. Faced with the elusiveness of
the divine, others suspect that prayer
is merely a psychological operation;
something that may be useful, but is
neither true nor necessary: and one
could even be a practitioner without
being a believer; and so on, many
explanations.
However, the worst enemies of
prayer are found within us. The Catechism describes them in this way:
“Discouragement during periods of
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dryness; sadness that, because we
have ‘great possessions’, we have not
given all to the Lord; disappointment over not being heard according to our own will; wounded pride,
stiffened by the indignity that is
ours as sinners; our resistance to the
idea that prayer is a free and unmerited gift” (2728). This is clearly a
summary list that could be lengthened.
What should be done in the time
of temptation, when everything
seems to waver? If we look at the
history of spirituality, we immediately see that the masters of the soul
were very clear about the situation
we have described. To overcome it,
each of them offered some contribution: a word of wisdom, or a suggestion for facing moments fraught
with difficulty. It is not a question of
systematically developed theories,
no, but of advice born of experience,
which shows the importance of resisting and persevering in prayer.
It would be interesting to review
at least some of these pieces of advice, because each one deserves to
be explored further. For example,
the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius
of Loyola is a short book of great
wisdom that teaches how to put
one’s life in order. It makes us understand that the Christian vocation
is militancy, it is the decision to
stand under the banner of Jesus
Christ and not under that of the
devil, trying to do good even when
it becomes difficult.
In times of trial, it is good to re-
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member that we are not alone, that
someone is at our side, watching
over and protecting us. Saint Anthony the Abbot, the founder of Christian monasticism, also faced terrible
times in Egypt, when prayer became
a difficult struggle. His biographer,
Saint Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, recounts one of the worst
episodes in the life of the hermit
saint when he was about 35, a time
of middle age that for many people
involves a crisis. Anthony was disturbed by the ordeal, but he resisted.
When calm finally returned, he
turned to his Lord with an almost reproachful tone: “But Lord, where
were you? Why did you not come
immediately to put an end to my
suffering?” And Jesus answered:
“Anthony, I was there. But I was
waiting to see you fight” (Life of Anthony, 10). Fighting in prayer. And
very often, prayer is combat. I am reminded of something I experienced
close up, when I was in the other
diocese. There was a married couple
with a nine-year-old daughter, with
an illness that the doctors were unable to diagnose. And in the end, in
hospital, the doctor said to the
mother: “Madam, call your husband”. And the husband was at
work; they were labourers, they
worked every day. And he told the
father: “The child will not survive
the night. There is an infection;
there is nothing we can do”. Perhaps
that man did not attend Mass every
Sunday, but he had great faith. He
left, weeping; he left his wife there
with the little girl in the hospital, he
took the train and he travelled seventy kilometres towards the Basilica
of Our Lady of Luján, Patroness of
Argentina. And there — the Basilica
was already closed, it was almost ten
o’clock at night, in the evening — he
clung to the grates of the Basilica
and spent all night praying to Our
Lady, fighting for his daughter’s
health. This is not a figment of the
imagination: I saw him! I saw him
myself. That man there, fighting. At
the end, at six o’clock in the morning, the church opened, and he entered to salute Our Lady: all night
“fighting”, and then he returned
home. When he arrived he looked
for his wife but could not find her.
And he thought: “She has left us.
No, Our Lady cannot do this to
me”. Then he found her, smiling as
CONTINUED
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REGINA CAELI

Holy Father launches appeals for Jerusalem, Afghanistan and Colombia

May fraternity
prevail over violence

After reciting the Regina Caeli on Sunday, 9 May, the Holy Father appealed for peace in
Jerusalem, Afghanistan and Colombia, following recent violent episodes in the areas. Earlier,
he had commented on the Gospel for the Sixth Sunday of Easter. The following is a translation of the Pope’s words, which he shared in Italian with the faithful present in Saint Peter’s Square.
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Buongiorno!
In this Sunday’s Gospel passage (Jn
15:9-17) after having compared himself to the vine and us to the branches, Jesus, explains what fruit is borne
by those who remain united to him:
this fruit is love. He again repeats the
key-verb: abide. He invites us to
abide in his love so that his joy may
be in us and our joy may be full (vv.
9-11). To abide in Jesus’ love.
Let us ask ourselves: what is this
love in which Jesus tells us to abide
to have his joy? What is this love? It
is the love that originates in the Father, because “God is love” (1 Jn
4:8). This love of God, of the Father, flows like a river in his Son Jesus and through him comes to us,
his creatures. Indeed, he says: “As
the Father has loved me, so have I
loved you” (Jn 15:9). The love Jesus
gives us is the same with which the
Father loves him: pure unconditional love, freely given love. It cannot
be bought, it is free. By giving it to
us, Jesus treats us like friends — with
this love —, letting us know the Father; and he involves us in his same
mission for the life of the world.
And then, we can ask ourselves
the question, how do we abide in
this love? Jesus says: “If you keep
my commandments, you will abide
in my love” (v. 10). Jesus summarized his commandments in a single

one, this: “that you love one another
as I have loved you” (v. 12). To love
as Jesus Christ means to offer yourself in service, at the service of your
brothers and sisters, as he did in
washing the feet of the disciples. It
also means going outside of ourselves, detaching ourselves from our
own human certainties, from earthly
comforts, in order to open ourselves
up to others, especially those in
greater need. It means making ourselves available, as we are and with
what we have. This means to love
not in word but in deeds.
To love like Christ means saying
‘no’ to other ‘loves’ that the world
offers us: love of money — those
who love money do not love as Jesus loves —, love of success, of vanity, of power…. These deceptive
paths of “love” distance us from the
Lord’s love and lead us to become
more and more selfish, narcissistic
and overbearing. And being overbearing leads to a degeneration of
love, to the abuse of others, to making our loved ones suffer. I am
thinking of the unhealthy love that
turns into violence — and how many
women are victims of violence these
days. This is not love. To love as the
Lord loves us means to appreciate
the people beside us, to respect their
freedom, to love them as they are,
not as we want them to be; as they
are, gratuitously. Ultimately, Jesus

asks us to abide in his love, to dwell
in his love, not in our ideas, not in
our own self-worship. Those who
dwell in self-worship live in the mirror: always looking at themselves.
He asks us to overcome the ambition to control and manage others.
Not controlling, serving them.
Opening our heart to others, this is
love, to be trusting, giving ourselves
to others.
Dear brothers and sisters, where
does this abiding in the Lord’s love
lead? Where does it lead us? Jesus
told us: “That my joy may be in
you, and that your joy may be full”
(v. 11). And the Lord wants that the
joy he possesses, because he is in
complete communion with the Father, also be in us insofar as we are
united to him. The joy of knowing
we are loved by God despite our infidelities enables us to face the trials
of life confidently, makes us live
through crises so as to emerge from
them better. Our being true witnesses consists in living this joy, because
joy is the distinctive sign of a true
Christian. True Christians are not
sad; they always have that joy inside, even in difficult moments.
May the Virgin Mary help us to
abide in Jesus’ love and to grow in love
for everyone, witnessing to the joy
of the Risen Lord.
After the Regina Caeli the Holy Father
made the following appeal:
Dear brothers and sisters, I am
following the events that are happening in Jerusalem with particular
concern. I pray that it may be a

Meeting face to face helps us pray for one another
CONTINUED
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she said: “I don’t know what happened. The doctors said that something changed, and now she is
cured”. That man, fighting with
prayer, received the grace of Our
Lady. Our Lady listened to him.
And I saw this: prayer works miracles, because prayer goes directly to
the heart of the tenderness of God,
who loves us like a father. And
when he does not grant us a grace,
he will grant us another that in time
we will see. But always, it is necessary to battle in prayer to ask for
grace. Yes, at times we ask for a
grace we do not need, but we ask

for it without truly wanting it, without fighting. But serious things are
not asked for this way. Prayer is
combat, and the Lord is always with
us.
Jesus is always with us: If in a
moment of blindness we cannot
perceive his presence, we will succeed in the future. We will also end
up repeating the same sentence that
the patriarch Jacob said one day:
“Surely the Lord is in this place;
and I did not know it” (Gen 28:16).
At the end of our life, looking back,
we too will be able to say: “I
thought I was alone, but I was not:
Jesus was with me”. We will all be
able to say this.

SPECIAL GREETINGS
I cordially greet the Englishspeaking pilgrims and visitors. As
we prepare to celebrate the Ascension of the Lord, I invoke upon you
and your families the peace and joy
that come from the Risen Christ.
May God bless you!
Lastly my thoughts go, as always,
to the elderly, to young people, to the sick
and to newlyweds.
May you often turn to Mary,
Mother of believers! The various
forms of Marian devotion, and especially the recitation of the Holy
Rosary, will help you to live your
journey of faith and of Christian
witness.

place of encounter and not of violent clashes, a place of prayer and
peace. I invite everyone to seek
shared solutions so that the multireligious and multicultural identity
of the Holy City is respected and
brotherhood
prevails.
Violence
begets violence. Enough with the
clashes.
And let us also pray for the victims of the terrorist attack that took
place yesterday in Kabul: an inhumane action that struck so many
girls as they were leaving school. Let
us pray for each one of them and for
their families. And may God give
peace to Afghanistan.
In addition, I would like to express my concern for the tensions
and violent clashes in Colombia,
which have caused deaths and injuries. There are many Colombians
here; let us pray for your homeland.
Today, in Agrigento, Rosario Angelo Livatino, a martyr of justice
and faith, was beatified. In his service to the community as an upstanding judge, who never allowed
himself to become corrupt, he
strived to judge not to condemn but
to rehabilitate. He always placed his
work “under the protection of
God”; for this reason he became a
witness to the Gospel up to his
heroic death. May his example be
for everyone, especially for judges,
an incentive to be loyal defenders of
lawfulness and freedom. A round of
applause for the new Blessed!
I offer a heartfelt greeting to all
of you, people of Rome and pilgrims. Thank you for being here! In
particular, I greet the people suffering from fibromyalgia: I express my
closeness to them and I hope that
attention to this sometimes overlooked disease may grow.
And we cannot forget mothers!
This Sunday, in many countries
Mother’s Day is being celebrated.
Let us greet all the mothers in the
world, even those who are no longer
with us. A round of applause for
mothers!
I wish everyone a happy Sunday.
And please, do not forget to pray
for me. Enjoy your lunch. Arrivederci!
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APOSTOLIC LETTER

ISSUED

MOTU PROPRIO

The following is the English text of the Apostolic Letter issued Motu Proprio by which
Pope Francis instituted the ministry of catechist. Entitled ‘Antiquum Ministerium’, the
Letter was presented at a press conference on
Tuesday morning, 11 May, and is currently
available online.

Apostolic Letter
issued “Motu Proprio”
by the Supreme Pontiff
FRANCIS
ANTIQUUM MINISTERIUM
instituting the Ministry
of Catechist
1. The ministry of Catechist in the
Church is an ancient one. Theologians commonly hold that the first
examples are already present in the
writings of the New Testament. The
service of catechesis may be traced
back to those “teachers” mentioned
by the Apostle in writing to the community of Corinth: “Some people
God has designated in the Church
to be, first, apostles; second,
prophets; third, teachers; then,
mighty deeds; then, gifts of healing,
assistance, administration, and varieties of tongues. Are all apostles?
Are all prophets? Are all teachers?
Do all work mighty deeds? Do all
have gifts of healing? Do all speak
in tongues? Do all interpret? Strive
eagerly for the greatest spiritual
gifts. But I shall show you a still
more excellent way” (1 Cor 12:28-31).
Saint Luke begins his Gospel by
stating: “I too have decided, after investigating everything accurately
anew, to write it down in an orderly
sequence for you, most excellent
Theophilus, so that you may realize
the certainty of the teachings you
have received” (Lk 1:3-4). The evangelist seems to be well aware that his
writings offer a specific form of instruction that can give firm assurance to those already baptized. The
Apostle Paul, for his part, tells the
Galatians that: “one who is being instructed in the word should share all
good things with his instructor” (Gal
6:6). As is evident, this text provides
yet another detail; it speaks of the
communion of life as a sign of the
fruitfulness of an authentic catechesis.
2. From the beginning, the Christian community was characterized
by many different forms of ministry
carried out by men and women who,

Lay Ministry of
Catechist instituted
obedient to the working of the Holy
Spirit, devoted their lives to the
building up of the Church. At times,
the charisms that the Spirit constantly pours out on the baptized
took on a visible and tangible form
of immediate service to the Christian
community, one recognized as an indispensable diakonia for the community. The Apostle Paul authoritatively attests to this when he states that
“there are different kinds of spiritual
gifts but the same Spirit; there are
different forms of service but the
same Lord; there are different workings but the same God who produces all of them in everyone. To
each individual the manifestation of
the Spirit is given for some benefit.
To one is given through the Spirit
the expression of wisdom; to another the expression of knowledge according to the same Spirit; to another faith by the same Spirit; to another gifts of healing by the one Spirit;
to another mighty deeds; to another
prophecy; to another discernment of
spirits; to another varieties of
tongues; to another interpretation of
tongues. But one and the same Spirit produces all of these, distributing
them individually to each person as
he wishes” (1 Cor 12:4-11).
Within the broader charismatic
tradition of the New Testament,
then, we can see that certain baptized persons exercised the ministry
of transmitting in a more organic
and stable form related to different
situations in life, the teaching of the
apostles and evangelists (cf. SECOND
VATICAN ECUMENICAL COUNCIL,
Dogmatic Constitution on Divine
Revelation Dei Verbum, 8). The
Church wished to acknowledge this
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service as a concrete expression of a
personal charism that contributed
greatly to the exercise of her mission
of evangelization. This glance at the
life of the first Christian communities engaged in the spread of the
Gospel also encourages the Church
in our day to appreciate possible
new ways for her to remain faithful
to the word of the Lord so that his
Gospel can be preached to every
creature.
3. The history of evangelization
over the past two millennia clearly
shows the effectiveness of the mission of catechists. Bishops, priests
and deacons, together with many
men and women in the consecrated
life, devoted their lives to catechetical instruction so that the faith
might be an effective support for the
life of every human being. Some of
them also gathered around themselves others of their brothers and
sisters sharing the same charism, and
founded religious orders wholly
dedicated to catechesis.
Nor can we forget the countless
lay men and women who directly
took part in the spread of the
Gospel through catechetical instruction. Men and women of deep faith,
authentic witnesses of holiness, who
in some cases were also founders of
Churches and eventually died as
martyrs. In our own day too, many
competent and dedicated catechists
are community leaders in various
parts of the world and carry out a
mission invaluable for the transmission and growth of the faith. The
long line of blesseds, saints and martyrs who were catechists has significantly advanced the Church’s mission and deserves to be recognized,

for it represents a rich resource not
only for catechesis but also for the
entire history of Christian spirituality.
4. Beginning with the Second
Vatican Ecumenical Council, the
Church has come to a renewed appreciation of the importance of lay
involvement in the work of evangelization. The Council Fathers repeatedly emphasized the great need
for the lay faithful to be engaged directly, in the various ways their
charism can be expressed, in the
“plantatio Ecclesiae” and the development of the Christian community.
“Worthy of praise too is that army of
catechists, both men and women, to
whom missionary work among the
nations is so indebted, who imbued
with an apostolic spirit make an outstanding and absolutely necessary
contribution to the spread of the
faith and the Church by their great
work. In our days, when there are so
few clerics to evangelize such great
multitudes and to carry out the pastoral ministry, the role of catechists
is of the highest importance” (cf.
SECOND VATICAN ECUMENICAL
COUNCIL, Decree on the Church’s
Missionary Activity Ad Gentes, 17).
Along with the important teaching of the Council, mention should
be made of the constant interest of
the Popes, the Synod of Bishops,
the Episcopal Conferences and individual Bishops who, in recent
decades have contributed to a significant renewal of catechesis. The Catechism of the Catholic Church, the Apostolic Exhortation Catechesi Tradendae,
the General Catechetical Directory, the
General Directory for Catechesis and the
recent Directory for Catechesis, as well as
the many national, regional and
diocesan Catechisms, have confirmed the centrality of a catechesis
that gives priority to the education
and ongoing formation of believers.
5. Without prejudice to the Bishop’s mission as the primary catechist
in his Diocese, one which he shares
with his presbyterate, or to the particular responsibility of parents for
the Christian formation of their children (cf. CIC can. 774 §2; CCEO
can. 618), recognition should be given to those lay men and women who
feel called by virtue of their baptism
to cooperate in the work of catechesis (cf. CIC can. 225; CCEO cans.
401 and 406). This presence is all the
more urgently needed today as a result of our increasing awareness of
the need for evangelization in the
contemporary world (cf. Apostolic
Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium, 163168), and the rise of a globalized culture (cf. Encyclical Letter Fratelli Tutti, 100, 138). This requires genuine
interaction with young people, to
say nothing of the need for creative
methodologies and resources capable of adapting the proclamation of
CONTINUED
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AN TIQUUM MINISTERIUM

“Only through prayer, study, and direct
participation in the life of the community” can
catechists grow in this identity and in “the
integrity and responsibility” that it entails.

Necessary formation and
the normative criteria for admission
CONTINUED
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the Gospel to the missionary transformation that the Church has undertaken. Fidelity to the past and responsibility for the present are necessary conditions for the Church to
carry out her mission in the world.
Awakening personal enthusiasm
on the part of all the baptized and
reviving the awareness of their call
to carry out a proper mission in the
community demands attentiveness
to the voice of the Spirit, who is unfailingly present and fruitful (cf.
CIC can. 774 §1; CCEO can. 617).
Today, too, the Spirit is calling men
and women to set out and encounter
all those who are waiting to discover
the beauty, goodness, and truth of
the Christian faith. It is the task of
pastors to support them in this process and to enrich the life of the
Christian community through the
recognition of lay ministries capable
of contributing to the transformation of society through the “penetration of Christian values into the social, political and economic sectors”
(Evangelii Gaudium, 102).
6. The lay apostolate is unquestionably “secular”. It requires that
the laity “seek the kingdom of God
by engaging in temporal affairs and
directing them according to God’s
will” (cf. SECOND VATICAN ECUMENICAL COUNCIL Dogmatic Constitution on the Church Lumen Gentium, 31). In their daily life, interwoven with family and social relationships, the laity come to realize that
they “are given this special vocation:
to make the Church present and
fruitful in those places and circumstances where it is only through
them that she can become the salt of
the earth” (ibid., 33). We do well to
remember, however, that in addition
to this apostolate, “the laity can be
called in different ways to more immediate cooperation in the apostolate of the hierarchy, like those men
and women who helped the apostle
Paul in the Gospel, working hard in
the Lord” (ibid.).
The role played by catechists is
one specific form of service among
others within the Christian community. Catechists are called first to be
expert in the pastoral service of
transmitting the faith as it develops
through its different stages from the

initial proclamation of the kerygma to
the instruction that presents our new
life in Christ and prepares for the
sacraments of Christian initiation,
and then to the ongoing formation
that can allow each person to give an
accounting of the hope within them
(cf. 1 Pet 3:15). At the same time, every catechist must be a witness to the
faith, a teacher and mystagogue, a
companion and pedagogue, who
teaches for the Church. Only
through prayer, study, and direct
participation in the life of the community can they grow in this identity
and the integrity and responsibility
that it entails (cf. PONTIFICAL
COUNCIL FOR THE PROMOTION OF
THE NEW EVANGELIZATION, Directory
for Catechesis, 113).
7. With great foresight, Saint Paul
VI issued the Apostolic Letter Ministeria Quaedam with the intention not
only of adapting the ministries of
Lector and Acolyte to changed historical circumstances (cf. Apostolic
Letter Spiritus Domini), but also of encouraging Episcopal Conferences to
promote other ministries, including
that of Catechist. “In addition to the
ministries common to the entire
Latin Church, nothing prevents
Episcopal Conferences from asking
the Apostolic See for the institution
of others, which for particular reasons, they consider necessary or very
useful in their own region. Among
these are, for example, the offices of
Porter, Exorcist and Catechist.” The
same pressing invitation is found in
the Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii
Nuntiandi; in calling for a discernment of the present needs of the
Christian community in faithful
continuity with its origins, the Pope
encouraged the development of new
forms of ministry for a renewed pastoral activity. “Such ministries, apparently new but closely tied up
with the Church’s living experience
down the centuries, such as that of
catechists… are valuable for the establishment, life, and growth of the
Church, and for her capacity to influence her surroundings and to
reach those who are remote from
her” (SAINT PAUL VI, Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Nuntiandi, 73).
To be sure, “there has been a
growing awareness of the identity
and mission of the laity in the
Church. We can indeed count on

“The Catechism Lesson” by Jules-Alexis Muenier, 1890

many lay persons, although still not
nearly enough, who have a deeplyrooted sense of community and
great fidelity to the tasks of charity,
catechesis and the celebration of the
faith” (Evangelii Gaudium, 102). It follows that the reception of a lay ministry such as that of Catechist will
emphasize even more the missionary
commitment proper to every baptized person, a commitment that
must however be carried out in a fully “secular” manner, avoiding any
form of clericalization.
8. This ministry has a definite vocational aspect, as evidenced by the
Rite of Institution, and consequently calls for due discernment on the
part of the Bishop. It is in fact a stable form of service rendered to the
local Church in accordance with
pastoral needs identified by the local
Ordinary, yet one carried out as a
work of the laity, as demanded by
the very nature of the ministry. It is
fitting that those called to the instituted ministry of Catechist be men
and women of deep faith and human maturity, active participants in
the life of the Christian community,
capable of welcoming others, being
generous and living a life of fraternal
communion. They should also receive suitable biblical, theological,
pastoral and pedagogical formation
to be competent communicators of
the truth of the faith and they
should have some prior experience
of catechesis (cf. SECOND VATICAN
ECUMENICAL COUNCIL, Decree on
the Pastoral Office of Bishops in the
Church Christus Dominus, 14; CIC
can. 231 §1; CCEO can. 409 §1). It is
essential that they be faithful coworkers with priests and deacons,
prepared to exercise their ministry
wherever it may prove necessary, and
motivated by true apostolic enthusiasm.
Therefore, after having taken all
things into consideration, and by
apostolic authority

I establish
the lay ministry of Catechist
The Congregation for Divine
Worship and the Discipline of the

Sacraments will soon publish the
Rite of Institution of the lay ministry of Catechist.
9. I invite the Episcopal Conferences to render effective the ministry
of Catechist, determining the necessary process of formation and the
normative criteria for admission to
this ministry and devising the most
appropriate forms for the service
which these men and women will be
called to exercise in conformity with
the content of this Apostolic Letter.
10. The Synods of the Oriental
Churches or the Assemblies of Hierarchs may adopt what is established
here for their respective Churches sui
iuris, in accordance with their particular law.
11. Bishops should make every effort to comply with the exhortation
of the Council Fathers: “Pastors…
know that they were not established
by Christ to undertake by themselves the entire saving mission of
the Church to the world. They appreciate, rather, that it is their exalted task to shepherd the faithful and
at the same time acknowledge their
ministries and charisms so that all in
their separate ways, but of one mind,
may cooperate in the common task”
(Lumen Gentium, 30). May the discernment of the gifts that the Holy
Spirit never fails to grant to the
Church sustain their efforts to make
the lay ministry of Catechist effective for the growth of their communities.
I order that what has been laid
down by this Apostolic Letter issued
“Motu Proprio” have firm and stable
effect, anything to the contrary
notwithstanding, even if worthy of
special mention, and that it be promulgated by publication in L’Osservatore Romano, taking effect that same
day, and published thereafter in the
official commentary of the Acta Apostolicae Sedis.
Given in Rome, at Saint John
Lateran, on the tenth day of May in
the year 2021, the liturgical
memorial of Saint John of Avila,
Priest and Doctor of the Church,
the ninth of my Pontificate.
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Audience with the new recruits of the Pontifical Swiss Guard

At the service of the Apostolic See
On Thursday, 6 May, the Holy Father received in audience, in the Vatican Apostolic Palace,
34 new recruits of the Pontifical Swiss Guard, accompanied by their family members. The
Pope recalled the history of the Corps and the work that many young men have carried out
with commitment and fidelity, and that still continues today. The new recruits were sworn in
during a ceremony held in San Damaso Courtyard later that afternoon. The following is a
translation of the Pontiff’s address.
Dear Officers and Members of the
Swiss Guard!
Dear Family Members!
I am pleased to welcome you to the
house of the Successor of Peter on
the occasion of the swearing in of
the recruits. I greet Colonel
Christoph Graf, who leads the
Swiss Guard Corps with great dedication, the Chaplain, the Officers,
the Non-commissioned Officers
and all the members of the Corps. I
welcome the parents who join in
this celebration: their presence testifies to the attachment of many
Swiss Catholics to the Church, and
in particular to the See of Peter.
The places where the new recruits
are called to serve are steeped in
history; since the creation of the
Pontifical Swiss Guard, many
young men have fulfilled with commitment and fidelity that particular

mission which the Corps continues
to carry out today. Some have even
gone so far as to sacrifice their lives
to defend the Pope.
As you well know, the functions
of the Swiss Guard, although military in nature, constitute a special
service to the Supreme Pontiff and
the Apostolic See for the benefit of
the whole Church. It is therefore a
cause for great appreciation that
young people choose to devote several years of their lives to generously serving the Successor of Peter
and the ecclesial community. The
Lord sometimes calls some of you
to follow him on the path of priesthood or consecrated life, finding
ready ground cultivated precisely
during your time of service in the
Guard. Others instead follow the
marital vocation and form their own
families. I thank the Lord, the

source of all good, with you, for the
various gifts and vocations he entrusts to you, and I pray that those
who are now beginning their service
may also respond fully to Christ’s
call, following him with faithful
generosity.
This occasion gives me the opportunity to publicly thank all the
members of the Swiss Guard for the
diligent fulfilment of their service. I
greatly appreciate your ability to
combine professional and spiritual
aspects, thus expressing your devotion and fidelity to the Apostolic
See. For their part, pilgrims and
tourists who come to Rome have
the opportunity to experience the
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New invocations in honour of Saint Joseph
CONGREGATIO
CULTO DIVINO
DISCIPLINA SACRAMENTORUM

Pope’s video message

DE

ET

Blessing of
a Cathedral in
Madagascar

Prot. N. 133/21

LETTER TO THE PRESIDENTS OF THE
CONFERENCES OF BISHOPS
ON SOME NEW INVO CATIONS
IN THE LITANY IN HONOUR OF
SAINT JOSEPH
Vatican City, 1 May 2021, Saint Joseph the Worker
Your Eminence,
Your Excellency,
on the 150th anniversary of the proclamation of
Saint Joseph as Patron of the Universal Church, the
Holy Father, Pope Francis, published the Apostolic
Letter Patris corde, with the aim “to increase our love
for this great saint, to encourage us to implore his
intercession and to imitate his virtues and his zeal”.
In this light it appeared opportune to update the
Litany in honour of Saint Joseph, approved by the
Apostolic See in 1909 (cf. Acta Apostolicae Sedis 1 [1909]
290-292), by integrating seven new invocations
drawn from the interventions of the Popes who have
reflected on aspects of the figure of the Patron of the
Universal Church. They are as follows: “Custos Redemptoris” (cf. Saint John Paul II, Ap. Exhort. Redemptoris custos); “Serve Christi” (cf. Saint Paul VI,
Homily of 19.3.1966, quoted in Redemptoris custos n. 8
and Patris corde n. 1); “Minister salutis” (Saint John
Chrysostom, quoted in Redemptoris custos, n. 8); “Fulcimen in difficultatibus” (cf. Francis, Ap. Let. Patris
corde, prologue); “Patrone exsulum, afflictorum,
pauperum” (Patris corde, n. 5).
The new invocations were presented to the Holy
Father, Pope Francis, who approved their integra-

courtesy and helpfulness of the
guards at the various entrances to
Vatican City. Never forget these
qualities, which are a beautiful testimony and a sign of the welcome of
the Church.
I offer my sincere good wishes to
the young recruits and I hope that
they will have fruitful spiritual and
human experiences both in the Vatican and in the city of Rome. May
these years that you will spend here
be an opportunity to deepen your
faith and to acquire an even
stronger love for the Church. I accompany you with my prayers and I
thank you for choosing to place
some years of your life at the disposal of the Successor of Peter. You
too, please pray for me.
With these sentiments, I wish
you a happy celebration, and I
wholeheartedly impart the Apostolic Blessing to those of you here
and to the entire Pontifical Swiss
Guard Corps.

“Saint Joseph with the Christ Child sleeping in his arms” by
Francisco Camilo (1652, Prado Museum)

tion into the Litany of Saint Joseph, as found in the
text attached to this letter.
It will be the responsibility of the Episcopal Conferences to see to the translation and publication of
the Litany in the languages which are within their
competency; these translations do not require the
confirmation of the Apostolic See. According to
their prudential judgement Episcopal Conferences
can also introduce other invocations by which Saint
Joseph is honoured in their countries. Such additions should be made in the proper place and preserve the literary genre of the Litany.
While I am pleased to inform you of this provision for your information and implementation, allow me to take this opportunity to assure you of my
best wishes.
Yours sincerely in the Lord,
Archbishop ARTHUR RO CHE
Secretary
FR. CORRAD O MAGGIONI, S.M.M.
Undersecretary

The following is a translation of a video message
Pope Francis sent to the faithful of the Diocese of
Morondava, Madagascar, on the occasion of the rite
of blessing of the Co-Cathedral of Saint Joseph in
Miandrivazo.
Dear Brothers and Sisters:
I am looking at some photos of the new
Cathedral, the future Cathedral that will
be blessed on 1 May, the Feast of Saint
Joseph the Worker. I congratulate you on
the work you are doing and I congratulate
you for all your educational, social, religious work, and for what you are doing for
the water channels so that there will be
more rice for you all. And I ask Saint
Joseph to protect you greatly. I join you all
in blessing this new Cathedral. May God
bless you, and don’t forget to pray for me.
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Pope Francis’ video message to the Fifth International Conference on “Exploring the Mind, Body and Soul”

Putting the human person
at the centre of all healthcare systems

In a video message to participants in the
fifth international conference, “Exploring
the Mind, Body & Soul — How Innovation and Novel Delivery Systems Improve
Human Health”, Pope Francis underscored the importance of putting the human
person at the centre of every healthcare system. Organized by the Pontifical Council
for Culture, the Cura Foundation and the
Vatican Science and Faith Foundation, the
conference was held online on 6-8 May.
The following is the English text of the
Holy Father’s words.
Dear Friends,
I am pleased to address all of you
taking part in this international
Conference entitled “Mind, Body
and Soul”, a topic which for centuries has engaged research and reflection in the effort
to understand the
mystery of the human
person. I greet and
thank Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi, President of the Pontifical
Council for Culture,
the organizers of this
Conference, the Presidents of the “Cura”
and the “Science and
Faith” Foundations,
and
the
various
speakers.
Your
Conference
unites philosophical
and theological reflection to scientific research, especially in
the field of medicine. Before all
else, this allows me to express our
gratitude to all who are personally
and professionally committed to
the care of the sick and the support
of those most in need. All of us are
grateful in these days to those
working tirelessly to combat the
pandemic, which continues to
claim many lives, yet at the same
time has represented a challenge to
our sense of solidarity and authentic fraternity. For this reason, concern for the centrality of the human person also demands reflection on models of health care that
are accessible to all the sick, without disparity.
The programme of your Conference is centred on the three fundamental areas indicated in its title:
mind, body and soul. These three categories differ somewhat from those
of the “classical” Christian vision,
whose best-known model is that of
the person, understood as an inseparable unity of body and soul,
the latter being endowed with intellect and will (cf. Catechism of the
Catholic Church, 1703-1705). Yet that
vision is not exclusive. Saint Paul,
for example, speaks in terms of
“spirit, soul and body” (1 Thess
5:23), a tripartite model that was

subsequently taken up by many
Church Fathers and various modern thinkers. Your own division, to
my mind, rightly indicates that certain dimensions of our being,
nowadays all too often disjoined,
are in fact profoundly and inseparably interrelated.
The biological stratum of our
existence, expressed in our corporeity,
represents the most immediate of
these dimensions, albeit not the
easiest to understand. We are not
pure spirits; for each of us, everything starts with our body, but not
only: from conception to death, we
do not simply have a body; we are a
body. Christian faith tells us that
this will also be true in the resurrection. The history of medical re-

search presents us, in this regard,
with one dimension of the fascinating journey of human self-discovery. This is not only the case with
what might be called “Western”
academic medicine, but also with
the rich diversity of medicines in
the various world civilizations. The
sciences have surely opened up a
horizon of knowledge and interactions unthinkable only a few centuries ago.
Thanks to interdisciplinary studies, we can come to appreciate better the dynamics involved in the relationship between our physical
condition and the state of our
habitat, between health and nourishment, our psycho-physical wellbeing and the care of the spiritual
life — also through the practice of
prayer and meditation — and finally between health and sensitivity to
art, and especially music. It is no
accident that medicine serves as a
bridge between the natural and the
human sciences, so much so that in
the past it could be defined as
philosophia corporis, as we see in a
manuscript kept in the Vatican
Apostolic Library.
A broader vision and a commitment to interdisciplinary research
thus makes possible greater knowl-

edge which, applied to the medical
sciences, translates into more sophisticated research and increasingly suitable and exact strategies of
care. We need but think of the vast
field of research in genetics, aimed
at curing a variety of diseases. Yet
this progress has also raised a number of anthropological and ethical
issues, such as those dealing with
the manipulation of the human
genome aimed at controlling or
even overcoming the aging process,
or at achieving human enhancement.
Similarly important is a second
dimension, that of the mind, which
makes possible our self-understanding. The fundamental question
which you are seeking to address is
one that for centuries has led
mankind to seek the essence of
what makes us human. At present,
the essence of our humanity often

faculties, particularly in relation to
the formation of thought. A timely
question remains the origin of
those human faculties, such as
moral sensitivity, meekness, compassion, empathy and solidarity,
which find expression in philanthropic gestures, disinterested concern for others, and the aesthetic
sense, to say nothing of the search
for the infinite and the transcendent. As you see, this is a very
complex and interdependent issue.
In the Judeo-Christian tradition,
as well as in the Greek philosophical tradition, these human traits
are associated with the transcendent dimension of the human person, identified with the immaterial
principle of our being, that of the
soul, the third theme of your Conference. While it is true that over
the course of time, this term has
taken on various meanings in different cultures and religions,
the notion we have inherited
“We are not pure spirits; for each of from classical philosophy
considers the soul to be the
us, everything starts with our body,
constituent principle organizbut not only: from conception to
ing the body as a whole and
the origin of our intellectual,
death, we do not simply have a
affective and volitional qualibody; we are a body”.
ties, including the moral conscience. The Scriptures, and
philosophical and theological
tends to be identified with the reflection in particular, have embrain and its neurological process- ployed the concept of “soul” to dees. Nonetheless, despite the vital fine our uniqueness as human beimportance of the biological and ings and the specificity of the perfunctional aspects of the brain, son, which is irreducible to any
these do not provide an overarch- other living being and includes our
ing explanation of all those phe- openness to a supernatural dimennomena that define us as human, sion and thus to God. This openmany of which are not “measur- ness to the transcendent, to someable” and thus transcend the mate- thing greater than ourselves, is conriality of the body. We cannot pos- stitutive, and it testifies to the infisess a mind without cerebral mat- nite worth of each human person.
ter, yet the mind cannot be re- Put in a more commonplace way, it
duced to mere materiality of the is like a window that looks out upbrain. We need to be attentive lest on and opens up to a broader horithe two be equated.
zon.
In recent decades, thanks to the
Dear friends, I am pleased that
interplay between the natural and students from various universities
human sciences, increasing efforts throughout the world, Catholic and
have been made to grasp more ful- non-Catholic, are taking part in
ly the relationship between the ma- this event. I encourage you to unterial and nonmaterial dimensions dertake and pursue interdisciof our being. As a result, the mind- plinary research involving various
body question, which for centuries centres of study, for the sake of a
had been prevalently the domain of better understanding of ourselves
philosophers and theologians, is and of our human nature, with all
now also of interest to those study- its limits and possibilities, while aling the mind-brain relationship.
ways keeping in mind the transcenIn a scientific context, the use of dent horizon to which our being
the term “mind” can present certain tends. I ask God to bless your
difficulties; consequently, there is a work and I express my hope that
need to understand and describe you will always retain your enthuthis reality in an interdisciplinary siasm, and indeed your wonderway. The term “mind” is generally ment, before the ever deeper mysused to indicate a reality ontologi- tery of man. For as Saint Auguscally distinct from, yet capable of tine, echoing the Bible, tells us in
interacting with, our biological words that remain ever timely:
substratum. Indeed, “mind” usually “Man is truly a vast abyss” (Confesindicates the entirety of the human sions IV, 14, 22). Thank you.
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May 13th, 1981
remembering that fateful day
Forty years ago, the shocking assassination attempt on the life of John
Paul II took place in Saint Peter’s
Square. It is a day that entered our
collective memory when love and
prayer defeated hatred.
ALESSANDRO GISOTTI

T

here are dates that
remind us not only
of things we read of
in history books,
but also to the history we
have lived. These powerful
events are indelibly inscribed
on the pages of our own
lives. The impression left by
these events is so strong that
even many years later we can
remember perfectly where
we were and what we were
doing when the news of what

happened reached us.
May 13, 1981, is undoubtedly one of these dates. That
day, an event considered impossible and unimaginable
burst into reality: an attack
against the Pope in Saint Peter’s Square. Forty years later, it still evokes chills when
recalling that dramatic sequence of events, the sounds
and noises that erupted on
that spring afternoon. It was
5:19 p.m. when John Paul II,
during his customary visit
among the faithful gathered
for the Wednesday General
Audience, took a little girl
into his arms and then held
her out to her parents. A few
moments later, the deafening
sound of a gunshot was
heard, and then another. The

Among the last ones,
behind the white jeep
Piero Di Domenicantonio

I

t took time, years, before I could type that
date correctly. Once,
my fingers on the
keyboard inverted the numbers of the day, another
time they traded one letter
for another in typing the
name of the month. That
day, 40 years ago, I was in
Saint Peter’s Square and I
was happy to be there, until
what I thought would never
happen happened.
I was little more than
twenty years old, a correspondent in my first experiences of reporting on the
Pope’s General Audience.
Something our newspaper
has continued to do and
will resume doing as soon
as — and let’s hope it’s soon
— the health situation will
allow the faithful to be present again.
Like so many other

Wednesdays, I arrived in Saint Peter’s Square very
early in order to
calmly collect stories from
pilgrims and the faithful.
As always, the mood was
festive: songs, prayers, a
constant clamour in every
language. There was also a
small group of children
from a Roman parish,
holding colourful balloons
in their hands.
At about 5:00 PM, from
the area closest to the arch
of the bells, an applause
arose that rapidly infected
the entire Square. The
Pope had arrived and,
standing on the white Fiat
Campagnola, he offered
his greeting along the barriers: two times around so
that no one would go without his greeting and his
blessing. I was among the
last ones to follow the procession: I had been taught

Pope, shot in the abdomen,
collapsed in the open vehicle
taking him around the
square. Frantic moments.
People were stunned. At
first, they did not understand and could not believe
what had happened.
Many of the pilgrims
broke into tears. Others
knelt down, recollected in
prayer, using one of the
rosaries they had brought for
the Pope to bless. Some remembered that on that very
day, 13 May some 64 years
earlier, Our Lady had appeared to the shepherd children of Fatima. The Pope,
known for his motto Totus tuus, Maria! was then entrusted
by the People of God into
the hands of the Blessed Virgin Mary. John Paul II
would later confide that it
was precisely to the Blessed
Mother’s intervention that
he attributed his survival.
When
someone’s
hand
sought to kill him, another,
more powerful hand deflected the bullet, saving his life.
Very quickly, on that afternoon of May 13, prayers radiated rapidly in concentric
circles from the Vatican and
embraced the entire world.
Prayer became the sponta-

to be discrete,
not to let my
presence interfere with that exchange of affections that so
many
would
keep among the
most beautiful
memories of their life.
Even the sun was smiling on Saint Peter’s Square.
Then, the gunshots, the
shouting, the jeep taking
off at full speed. But we
could no longer see the
Pope standing up to greet.
We were on the side of
the Square that faces the
Bronze Door, not far from
the area where earlier I had
seen those children with
balloons. I turned instinctively, thinking some of
them had popped. Behind
the
barrier
people
screamed, they looked behind. I too started running
in the direction the jeep
went. By now we understood what had happened.
Under the Braccio di
CarloMagno, at the post of
the Order of Malta, which

neous response of millions of
people as soon as they
learned that the Pope was
struggling between life and
death.
Father
Jorge
Mario
Bergoglio, SJ, the future
Pope Francis, was also praying during those hours. At
the time, he was rector of the
Colegio Máximo de San
José in San Miguel, in the
province of Buenos Aires.
He too was shaken by what
had happened. Today, Pope
Francis shared with us his
own memory of that 13 May:
He was at the Apostolic
Nunciature in Argentina,
meeting with Nuncio Ubaldo Calabresi and Venezuelan Father Ugalde before
lunch. It was then that the
secretary of the Nunciature,
Monsignor Claudio Maria
Celli, gave him the terrible
news.
It was amazing that despite the emotion of the mo-

provided medical assistance during the Audiences, I found a telephone
and tried to get in touch
with the newsroom. I could
see fear and disbelief on the
faces of people passing
nearby. Perhaps they too
could see the same expression on my face, that of
feeling
suddenly
orphaned.
It would be a long night.
At Policlinico Gemelli, the
hospital where the Pope
had been taken, doctors attempted the impossible. In
Saint Peter’s Square the
people were still there,
praying and hoping. In the
newsroom we were preparing the extraordinary issue
that would come out at
7:00 AM with the first, comforting news that came
from the hospital.
Ten years later, John
Paul II made a pilgrimage
to Fatima, to renew his
thanks to Mary. The newspaper sent me as a correspondent. That day too
was 13 May and I was happy to be there.
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ment, Vatican Radio reporter, Benedetto Nardacci,
was able to report live with
unbroken clarity during the
weekly General Audience
that
Wednesday,
when
forced to report an event he
never would have chosen to
recount. “For the first time”,
Nardacci said during his live
Vatican Radio broadcast,
“there is talk of terrorism
even in the Vatican. We are
talking about terrorism in a
place where a message of
love has always been transmitted, a message of harmony and a message of peace”.
The prayer of the faithful
around the world was constant and did not let up until
John Paul II was out of danger. In some ways, it could
be said that prayer accompanied and protected him until
the end of his earthly life, especially in times of suffering
and illness, culminating during his last days in the spring
of 2005.
The unleashing of hatred
brought about by that criminal act was strong, even
apocalyptic in some respects. Even stronger, however, would be the power of
love and mercy that would
lead the whole subsequent
journey of John Paul II’s
earthly life and pontificate
luminously and at the same
time “mysteriously”. Four
days later, this was surprisingly witnessed, when, while
reciting the Regina Caeli
from his room at Gemelli
Hospital where he was recovering, Pope John Paul II
assured his forgiveness to the
person who tried to assassinate him, calling him “the
brother who struck me”. He
actually called him his
“brother”.
It would be this common
fraternity — unbreakable despite everything that may
happen on earth since it is
inscribed in Heaven — that
would be the protagonist
once again on another unforgettable date: December 27,
1983. On that day, John Paul
II visited Ali Ağca in Rome’s
Rebibbia prison. He made
the visit public. As someone
observed at the time, the
Pope wished to save the life
of the one who wanted to
strip it from him. “We met as
fellow human beings and as
brothers”, the Pope said after the meeting, “since we are
all brothers and all the
events of our lives must confirm the fraternity that
comes from the fact that
God is our Father”.
It is the same fraternity
that Pope Francis today
shows us to be the only way
forward for the future of humanity.

